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I. Introduction 
 
1. The SDMX standard was built with a vision of harvesting data and metadata from varied data sources 
“on the fly”. The original use case was to automate data reporting by using the so-called “pull” method. 
However, the mechanisms in SDMX to support this (SDMX registrations, their link to structural metadata, and 
structure and data query mechanisms) work equally well for data portals or so called “data hubs”. All you need 
is a set of federated SDMX registries, full use of SDMX structural metadata such as Constraints (to ensure data 
queries return data that exists), Subject Domain Categories, and Data Structure Definitions. Add some good 
visualisation components, maybe a local database to act as a file cache (updated automatically by new 
registrations), and the data portal is ready. Such a data portal can be used to give a common “window” equally 
for disparate systems in a single organisation, or for the consolidation of specific data published by multiple 
organisations (e.g. Joint External Debt Hub, Census Hub), or as a portal on any data that can be queried using 
SDMX web services or files registered in an SDMX Registry. 

2. This is already a reality. The BIS SDMX Sandbox has, at its core, a set of federated SDMX registries. 
Each registry enables its structural metadata and data registrations to be harvested by a data portal. The data 
portal offers a global view on data availability. This can be searched and navigated to find the data required. 
From user selections a query is constructed, brokered to the multiple data sources (both files and databases) that 
are known to have the required data, and the results combined and made available for viewing by the portal. 
 
 

II. The Vision: what took us here 

                                                      
1 With input from C. & M. Nelson, Metadata Technology Ltd 
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3. At the BIS we first explored and prototyped the idea of a Unified Data Catalogue, a data browser 
able to search and retrieve data from a set of SDMX data sources, back in 2009. The result of the proof of 
concept was presented at the MSIS 2010. Built on data and structural metadata repositories compliant with 
SDMX versions from EDI to 2.0, the prototype investigated the concept of SDMX query adapters, data 
sources in the form of data files in SDMX format as well as data source registrations. 

4. One of the key obstacles to an easier and wider applicability of the centralised catalogue was 
attributable to an unsatisfactory definition of the query interface to the registry and the data. Being too 
generic and vague, and lacking strong definitions, the web services interfaces contemplated in the standard 
allowed for too many interpretations and partial implementations. All these have been addressed and 
corrected at a great extent with the introduction of SDMX 2.1, with enhanced features and all round web 
services specifications. 

5. On a parallel thread, at the BIS we built experience on a fully functional SDMX based system (with 
registry, storage and data browser based on the SDMX model) while implementing WebStats, the tool 
accessible on the BIS web site hosting some of the statistics the Bank makes publicly available. This system 
was developed in collaboration with Metadata Technology, a company with deep modelling and technical 
experience background in the GESMES and SDMX initiatives. At its core there are some of the tools the 
BIS and Metadata offer as part of the overall SDMX initiative. More on the sdmx.org web site. 

6. Toward its Central Bank constituency, the BIS decided to propose an exercise aimed to ease the 
understanding of the overall SDMX framework, going beyond the exchange format it defined and 
considering the data modelling and processes it supports. We thought it could help enabling the interested 
counterparty having a “playground” supporting all the key functionalities, i.e. lowering the requirements to 
the individual Central Banks in terms of necessary components. 

7. We wanted to demonstrate how SDMX could practically answer some of the classic user 
requirements: 

(a) good quality data, up-to-date values, documentation; 
(b) a single access point for data actually available on different data sources; 
(c) user interfaces: a GUI and a web service (for automation). 

8. SDMX models all these: 

(d) data providers (originators) offer their data “in SDMX” 
(e) the concepts of data dissemination, reporting and sharing become “synonyms” 
(f) SDMX registries and web services help users in finding data 

The idea of the BIS SDMX Sandbox was born as a way to prove how real this SDMX vision could be 
through supporting a number of usage scenarios that could be tested independently and experienced as a 
community. 
 
 

III. Sandbox Setup and Scenarios 
 
A. The BIS SDMX Sandbox setup 
 
9. 14 Central Banks actively participated on our exercise which ran over a period of 4 months. To 
support this community, Metadata Technology built and deployed on the Cloud: 

(g) 15 SDMX Sandbox environments (one for each Central Bank and one for the BIS itself for its 
experimentation and participation) each offering: 

 An SDMX Registry with user interface and an SDMX (structural metadata) web service 

 An SDMX database, able to host any data for the DSDs defined in the registry, with its user 
interface and an SDMX (data) web service 
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 An SDMX data browser, a GUI driven from the structural metadata available in the registry 
and able to query / retrieve / display data from the “local” SDMX database as well as remote 
data providers through their SDMX web services 

 Space to host SDMX data files, offering a quick option for (web) storing data extracted from 
own systems 

 A user interface facilitating some of the key operations of the SDMX data administrators: 
loading files, performing registrations, etc. as well access to detailed documentations and 
(video) tutorials. 

(h) A common data portal (the UDC, unified data catalogue), comprising a “central” SDMX 
Registry, operated by the BIS, and a sample GUI, with the same look and feel of the Sandboxes 
data browser, but centralising the access to all the data sources registered in the UDC Registry. 
The UDC and the Sandboxes’ Registries were “federated” through a simple synchronisation 
mechanism, allowing to share, where required, the necessary “common” structural metadata. 

10. The setup is schematically represented in the following: 

SDMX Sandbox  setup 
14 Sandboxes for central banks, 1 for BIS as central agency, 1 Data portal (Unified Data Catalogue) 
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B. Scenario I: Balance of Payments 
 
11. With this scenario each participating Central Bank is playing the classical role data reporter  for a 
specific statistics collection. It’s a real life scenario, that, beyond BOP – Balance of Payments, is applied for 
instance for the National Accounts and other data domains. This data needs to be made available to 
international organisations, as well as shared with the public. 
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12. The obvious key prerequisite is a common data structure, in SDMX, for global use. For the purpose 
of the exercise we set up a simplified one. Given the requirement of global and central availability the BOP 
DSD and the related metadata elements (concepts and codelists – flat and hierarchical, but also provision 
agreements, category scheme, data flows, …) were centralised in the UDC Registry and from there 
synchronised “into” the various Sandboxes. 

13. The Central Bank’s data administrators were left with two simple operations necessary to make an 
“updated” data file available to the generic user of the UDC (and thus immediately available to central 
agencies and the public): upload the file to a Web location and register it in the UDC Registry. 

14. Making full usage of their “independent” Sandbox, each Central Bank was also invited to test 
importing the same data file in their own SDMX database, making the data available to its “internal” users 
via the data browser of the respective Sandbox. It should be noted how this setup allows each participating 
institution to leverage the access to a full SDMX system that could be seen as impersonating one of their 
“own” statistical databases. Each Sandbox can be seen as an extension of the institution perimeter, offering a 
space to publish statistical data to internal users, experiment with data structures, and share data, both as files 
or  registering access to the respective web services, to the external users. 

15. This scenario is schematically represented in the following: 
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C. Scenario II: a dissemination database for the BIS 

16. The BIS also fully tested the benefit of a complete SDMX based system in the following scenario, 
simulating the processes needed to implement a dissemination database, to provide data to its internal users 
via a common data portal as well as making some of its data available for external access and dissemination. 

17. For each dataset, to accomplish these results we needed: 
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(i) to create, or get from the owning Agency, the necessary SDMX DSD for the data 

(j) import the data files in our  SDMX Sandbox database 

(k) register the BIS Sandbox database as a data source in the UDC Registry 

Steps  (i) and (j) are sufficient to allow the BIS internal users to access the data through the BIS SDMX Data 
Browser. Any dataset then externally published through step (k) is then available through the UDC Data 
Browser. 

18. The scenario is schematically represented in the following: 
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D. Scenario III: making public data available in a data portal 
 
19. The last key use case the helps demonstrating the power of the full implementation of the data 
processes defined in the SDMX 2.1 framework is the possibility to centralise the access to a common data 
browser (for internal or external / public users) to “other” publicly available data. Let see some examples: 

(l) The ECB publishes a lot of data as SDMX files on it’s website 

(m) IMF and BIS offer data for the Joint External Debt Hub (JEDH) as SDMX files 

(n) Users may want to access this (and other) data via common data portal 

(o) Organisations may wish to access this data via an SDMX 2.1 web service 
 
20. In the BIS Sandbox all this is only a few steps away. In particular: 

(p) Load a DSD into a Registry (in the future this might be supported from global registries) 

(q) Define the respective data flow, provision agreement and categorisation 

(r) Register the data files as sources for the UDC 
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21. The scenario is schematically represented in the following: 
 

 
IV. Conclusions and Next Steps 
 
22. At a “closing” meeting attended by many representatives from the Central Banks participating in the 
exercise, as well as some non-participating ones, a number of conclusions were drawn and discussed. 
It has been proved that many of the building blocks of a full SDMX distributed environment are working in 
the Sandbox: an SDMX Registry with SDMX 2.1 web service, as SDMX database with SDMX 2.1 web 
service, a “local” front-end / GUI as data browser and, as an extension to these, a unified data catalogue / 
data portal browser.  These components allow to “connect”: SDMX files from public websites and other 
(accessible) locations; supporting different SDMX versions (from EDI to 2.1); SDMX databases (internal 
and external). The key technical entity behind these functionalities is the implementation of the SDMX 2.1 
web services. The BIS SDMX Sandbox also provides a first approach to experiment with the idea of 
federated SDMX registries. The prototypical data browser provides an example of harmonised data access 
techniques: the data users sees all the data via one data portal, leveraging the SDMX 2.1 web services for all 
data as well as the one contained in data files of any SDMX version. In one statement, the SDMX vision is 
real. 

23. Given these results the BIS will likely continue supporting the availability of the SDMX Sandbox as 
it has proven to be a great tool for learning and understanding “hands-on” the SDMX framework. We are 
looking for expanding the user base, inviting more participants from our constituency as well presenting its 
potential to the other SDMX Sponsors. Internally we will use it to give input on the evolution of our internal 
statistical systems and the dissemination processes.  Its availability is also expected to serve as input to the 
SDMX Technical Working Group.  


